Congratulations to

**Rick Hyson** who has been appointed the R. Bruce Masterton Eminent Scholar Chair in recognition of Rick’s research and contributions to the Program in Neuroscience. The R. Bruce Masterton Eminent Scholar Chair was created to honor Bruce’s outstanding scholarly contributions to the field of Neuroscience. Bruce was a major force in our department from 1967 until his death in 1996.

**Frank Johnson**, Richard Bertram (Mathematics), **Rick Hyson**, and **Wei Wu** (Statistics) on receiving a $350,000 grant from the National Science Foundation for their project, “Functional architecture of a neural network for serial-order behavior”.

**Lisa Eckel and Jon Maner** on receiving a $300,000 grant from the National Science Foundation for their research project entitled: “Hormonal and behavioral responses to social threat”.

**Jon Bailey** who was selected as the 2012 recipient of the Fred S. Keller Behavioral Education award from the APA-Division 25. This award recognizes Jon’s contributions to education to improve academic performance, classroom behavior, and pro-social skills in youth as well as Jon’s efforts to promote the widespread adoption of effective, empirically validated teaching practices.

**Rick Hyson** who was appointed to the Editorial Board of *Neuroscience*.

**Orenda Johnson** who joined our faculty this semester as an Assistant in Psychology.

**David Brown** who was awarded an Erasmus Mundus Auditory Cognitive Neuroscience Exchange Fellowship to study for 6 months at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive & Brain Sciences/University of Leipzig (major professor: **Rick Hyson**).

**Stacy McAllister** who won an Honorable Mention Award from the Bryan Robinson Endowment (major professor: **Karen Berkley**).

**Samantha Saland** who was awarded an Ermine M. Owenby, Jr. Travel Award to present her work at the SFN meeting (major professor: **Josh Rodefer**).

**Kyle Conlon** who received a Faculty Development Small Grant ($500) from the Society for the Teaching of Psychology to support his attendance at the Society’s Best Practices Conference in Atlanta, GA (major professor: **Jon Maner**).

**Tyler Towne** who was awarded the department’s Joseph H. Grosslight Scholarship for Teaching, which paid for Tyler’s expenses to attend the National Institute on the Teaching of Psychology in St. Petersburg (major professor: **Anders Ericsson**).
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